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Overview

• Covered Options for a Ransomware Attack

• Common Regulatory and Enforcement Issues Following a Data Breach

• Insurance Coverage Issues Under the California Consumer Privacy Act 
(CCPA)

• Current Issues Under the “Act of War” Exclusion

• Business Email Compromise Issues
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Ongoing Impact

• “Ransomware is the fastest 
growing malware threat, targeting 
users of all types—from the home 
user to the corporate network.” 

• “On average, more than 4,000 
ransomware attacks have 
occurred daily since January 1, 
2016.” 

• “This is a 300-percent increase 
over the approximately 1,000 
attacks per day seen in 2015.”

4https://www.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Ransomware_Executive_One-Pager_and_Technical_Document-
FINAL.pdf



Demand 
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Baltimore
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https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-ci-ransomware-attack-20190517-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-ci-ransomware-expenses-20190828-

njgznd7dsfaxbbaglnvnbkgjhe-story.html



Baltimore

7https://www.baltimorecity.gov/ransomware-faq



Ransomware Protection and Issues

8https://www.borgertx.gov/DocumentCenter/View/687/PRESS-RELEASE--City-of-
Borger-Victim-of-Ransomware-Attack-Affecting-Local-Governments-in-Texas



Ransomware Protection and Issues

9https://www.facebook.com/keenetx/posts/2191835520939218?__tn__=-R 



Payment?

“We do not encourage paying a ransom. 

As you contemplate this choice, consider 
the following risks:

• Paying a ransom does not guarantee an 
organization will regain access to their 
data; in fact, some individuals or 
organizations were never provided with 
decryption keys after having paid a 
ransom.

• Some victims who paid the demand 
have reported being targeted again by 
cyber actors.

• After paying the originally demanded 
ransom, some victims have been asked 
to pay more to get the promised 
decryption key.

• Paying could inadvertently encourage 
this criminal business model.”

10
https://www.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Ransomware_Executive_One 
Pager_and_Technical_Document-FINAL.pdf



Ransomware Protection and Issues

Protection and Prevention

• Offline and Secure Backups

• Avoiding Links or Phishing Schemes with Attachments 
Containing Malware

• Strong Passwords

• Update Operating Systems, Software, and Patches, and Use 
Antivirus Software

• Monitoring and Intrusion Detection

• Tailored Protections

• Incident Response Plan That Is Tested

11



Ransomware Protection and Issues
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Legal Issues

• Initial Cyber Investigation Under Attorney-Client Privilege

• Determining Any Notification Requirements

• Response to Government Inquiries and Enforcement Actions

• Anticipating Potential Civil Litigation

• Contacting Law Enforcement

• Information Sharing in the Private and Public Sectors

• Scope of Cyber-Insurance Coverage



Insurance Coverage for Ransomware/Extortion
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• Policies responsive to cyber-related incidents often provide first-party 
coverage against the costs associated with responding to a ransomware 
incident. 

• This typically translates to the cost of money, digital currency, property, or 
other consideration surrendered as payment to prevent, limit, or respond to 
a cyber-extortion threat. 

• The type of costs either paid or reimbursed, with insurer consent, also 
include those charged by breach response providers and third-party 
investigators and advisors assisting the insured in responding and resolving 
a cyber-extortion threat. 



Insurance Coverage for Ransomware/Extortion
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• Typical definition of “cyber-extortion threat”:

• A threat made by a third-party or rogue employee demanding payment in 
consideration for the elimination, mitigation or removal of the threat intended to:

1. Disrupt the network to impair business operations of the Insured.

2. Alter, damage or destroy data stored on the network.

3. Use the network to generate and transmit malware to third parties.

4. Deface the Insured Company’s website.

5. Access or release data, including personally identifiable information, protected health 
information, confidential business information, stored or previously stored on the network.

6. Refuse to return data stolen from the network; or

7. Prevent access to the network or data by using encryption and withholding the decryption 
key.



COMMON REGULATORY AND 
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Yahoo! Inc.:  Enforcement Action

• Fine: $35 million; SEC Order (April 24, 2019)

• Failure to Disclose: “Despite its knowledge of the 2014 
data breach, Yahoo did not disclose the data breach 
in its public filings for nearly two years.”  

– 2014 data breach disclosed in September 2016 in a 
press release attachment to a Form 8-K.

• Misleading Disclosures: Risk factor disclosures in 
annual and quarterly reports (2014 through 2016) “were 
materially misleading” by claiming “the risk of potential 
future data breaches . . . without disclosing that a massive 
data breach had in fact already occurred.”

• Stock Purchase Agreement: “Affirmative 
representations denying the existence of any significant 
data breaches in a July 23, 2016 stock purchase 
agreement with Verizon.”

• Ongoing cooperation

16https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2018-71



Yahoo!, Inc. Litigation

• SEC Action – April 2018

• Securities Class Action – Santa Clara County

• Derivative Lawsuit – Northern District of California

• Individual Class Action – Northern District of California

• DOJ Prosecution Against Hackers 
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Yahoo! Inc. Litigation

• SEC Action – April 2018

– $35 million; SEC Order (April 2019)

• Securities Class Action – Santa Clara County

– $80 million settlement; (Sept. 2018)

• Derivative Lawsuit – Northern District of California

– $29 million settlement (Jan. 2019) 

• Individual Class Action – Northern District of California

– $117 million settlement (July 2019)

• DOJ Prosecution Against Hackers 
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Coverage in the Wake of Regulatory Enforcement

First Party Coverage

• Data Breach 

• Any actual or reasonably suspected theft, loss, or unauthorized access to, or disclosure of 
data or hardware containing data that has, or may, compromise the integrity of personally 
identifiable information, protected health information or confidential business information. 

• Covered Response Costs

• Reasonable and necessary cost charged by breach response providers to:

• Respond to data breach reporting requirements

• Perform computer forensics to determine the existence, cause and scope of the 
breach

• Notify individuals of a data breach or suspected data breach. 

19



Coverage in the Wake of Regulatory Enforcement

• Operate a call center to manage data breach inquiries.

• Provide credit or identity fraud monitoring services and restoration services for those 
whose personally identifiable information was or may have been breached

• Provide medical identity restoration for those whose protected medical information was 
or may have been breached

• Minimize reputational harm to the insured company by hiring a public relations or crisis 
management firm

Third-Party Coverage

• Privacy Regulatory Action

• A written request for information, civil investigative demand, or civil proceeding brought by 
a governmental or regulatory authority

20



Coverage in the Wake of Regulatory Enforcement

• Coverage: Insurer will pay claims expenses and regulatory damages the insured is 
legally obligated to pay as a result of a privacy regulatory action first made against 
the insured during the policy period alleging a privacy or security wrongful act by the 
insured, a rogue employee, an outsource provider or a third-party vendor for whose 
wrongful act the insured is legally responsible

• Privacy or security wrongful act:

• Loss, theft, unauthorized acquisition of personally identifiable information, protected 
health information or confidential business information

• Violation of law, statute or regulation governing the authenticity, availability, 
confidentiality, storage, integrity or use of personally identifiable information or  
protected health information  

• Violation of a data breach reporting requirement

• Failure to prevent a cyber breach

21
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The California Consumer
Privacy Act of 2018 

• On June 28, 2018, California enacted the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
– New unique and comprehensive consumer privacy law

– New private right of action for security breaches and potential statutory damages 

• Effective January 1, 2020
– By September 13, 2019, possible amendments

– Fall 2019, California Attorney General Regulations

• Broad Impact
– IAPP estimates that the law will likely affect more than 500,000 US companies doing business 

in California

23



Businesses Subject to the CCPA

• For-profit organization or legal entity that

– Does business in California

– Collects consumers’ personal information, either 
directly or through a third party on its behalf

– “Collects” is broadly defined to include 
“buying, renting, gathering, obtaining, 
receiving, or accessing any personal 
information pertaining to a consumer by any 
means”

– Either alone, or jointly with others, determines 
the purposes and means of processing of 
consumers’ personal information

– Resembles GDPR’s “data controller” concept

24

• Also satisfy one of three thresholds:

1) The annual gross revenue in excess of $25 
million

2) Annually buys, receives for the business’s 
commercial purposes, sells, or shares for 
commercial purposes the personal information of 
50,000 or more consumers, households, or 
devices, alone or in combination

3) Derives 50% or more of its annual revenue from 
selling consumers’ personal information

• Applies to brick-and-mortar businesses, not just 
collection of personal information electronically or 
over the internet

• Does not apply to nonprofits



Very Broad Definition of “Personal Information”

• Personal information includes any information that 
“identifies, relates to, describes, references, is 
capable of being associated with, or could 
reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a 
particular consumer or household”

– Much broader than the definition of personal 
information under CA’s security breach notification law

• Extremely broad definition intended to include the 
sort of robust consumer profile and preference 
data collected by social media companies and 
online advertisers

25



Compare CA Data Breach Notification Statute

26

“Personal Information” includes:

• (1) An individual’s first name or first initial and last name in combination with:

(A) Social Security number.

(B) Driver’s license number or California identification card number.

(C) Account number or credit or debit card number, in combination with any required security code, 
access code, or password that would permit access to an individual’s financial account.

(D) Medical information.

(E) Health insurance information.

(F) Information or data collected through the use or operation of an automated license plate 
recognition system, as defined in Section 1798.90.5.

• (2) A user name or email address, in combination with a password or security question and answer that 
would permit access to an online account.

[Cal. Civil Code § 1798.82(h)]



CCPA Definition of Personal Information

1) Name, address, personal identifier, IP 
address, email address, account name, 
Social Security number, driver’s license 
number, or passport number

2) Categories of PI described in California’s 
customer records destruction law

3) Characteristics of protected classifications 
under CA or federal law

4) Commercial information, including records 
of personal property; products or services 
purchased, obtained, or considered; or 
other purchasing or consuming histories or 
tendencies

5) Biometric information

6) Geolocation data

27

7) Internet or other electronic network activity, such as 
browsing history, search history, and information 
regarding a consumer’s interaction with a website, 
application, or advertisement

8) Audio, electronic, visual, thermal, olfactory, or similar 
information

9) Professional or employment-related information

10) Education information that is subject to the Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act

11) Inferences drawn from any of the information listed 
above to create a profile about a consumer reflecting 
the consumer’s preferences, characteristics, 
psychological trends, predispositions, behavior, 
attitudes, intelligence, abilities, and aptitudes



New Statutory Rights

• Right to know the categories of information 

• Right of access and data portability 

• Right to be forgotten 

• Right to opt out of the sale of personal information to third parties 

• Right to equal service and price

28



Attorney General Enforcement

• Attorney General Civil Enforcement Action 

– $2,500 and injunctive relief for each violation that the business fails to cure 
within 30 days of notice of noncompliance

– $7,500 for each intentional violation of the CCPA

– New Consumer Privacy Fund

– “to fully offset any costs incurred by the state courts and the Attorney General in 
connection with this title”

29

Cal. Civil Code §1798.155



Civil Penalties

• Limited Consumer Private Right of Action
– consumer

(1) Nonencrypted or nonredacted personal information

(2) “subject to an unauthorized access and exfiltration, theft, or disclosure” 

(3) “as a result of the business’s violation of the duty to implement and maintain 
reasonable security procedures and practices appropriate to the nature of 
the information to protect the personal information” 

• Recovery
– Damages

– Injunctive or declaratory relief

– “Any other relief the court deems proper”

30

[Cal. Civil Code § 1798.150(a)(1)]



Civil Damages

31

[Cal. Civil Code § 1798.150(a)(1), (2)]

Statutory Damages Factors
• Nature and seriousness of the 

misconduct
• Number of violations
• Persistence of the misconduct
• Length of time over which the 

misconduct occurred
• Willfulness of the defendant’s 

misconduct
• Defendant’s assets, liabilities, and net 

worth
• Other “relevant circumstances 

presented by any of the parties” 

Statutory or Actual Damages 

• Greater of: 

 Not less than $100 and not 
greater than $750 per consumer 
per incident 

 Or actual damages



Potential Insurance Coverage Challenges Arising from 
the CCPA

1. Liability can be imposed even in the absence of harm.

2. Many policies may not capture the CCPA’s expansive definition of personal 
information.

3. Many policies do not cover fines or penalties authorized by the CCPA.

4. Many policies have insufficiently narrow “wrongful act” exclusions.

5. Many policies do not pay the costs of defending against actions seeking injunctive 
or declaratory relief.

32



Liability Policies Traditionally Cover the Insured for 
Acts and Omissions That Cause Damage or Harm

• The historical function of liability insurance coverage is to indemnify the insured for 
the money it pays as damages for bodily injury, property damage, advertising injury, 
defamation, etc. 

• A fairly typical cyber coverage insuring agreement:

“The Insurer will pay on behalf of an Insured claims expenses and damages . . . that the 
Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a claim . . . alleging a privacy and security 
wrongful act.”

“Privacy Regulatory Defense, Awards and Fines

The Insurer will pay on behalf of an Insured claims expenses and regulatory damages . . . 
that the Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a privacy regulatory action . . . 
alleging a privacy or security wrongful act.”

33



Liability Policies Traditionally Cover the Insured for 
Acts and Omissions That Cause Damage or Harm

• A narrow definition of “Privacy or Security Wrongful Act” with reference to personally 
identifiable information: 

“Loss, theft or unauthorized acquisition of personally identifiable information . . . .”

• The CCPA permits the filing of actions by the Consumers as a result of the misuse or 
improper handling of personal information. The Attorney General can bring an action 
based on a general failure to comply with the CCPA. Neither consumers nor the 
Attorney General are required to show that any person was actually harmed to bring 
an action.

34



Liability Policies Traditionally Cover the Insured for 
Acts and Omissions That Cause Damage or Harm

• Consumers and the Attorney General must only provide 30 days 
written notice and provide an opportunity to cure before bringing an 
action. 

• “Any consumer whose nonencrypted or nonredacted personal 
information . . . is subject to an unauthorized access and 
exfiltration, theft, or disclosure as a result of the business’s 
violation of the duty to implement and maintain reasonable security 
procedures and practices appropriate to the nature of the information 
to protect the personal information may institute a civil action . . . .” 
(Civil Code § 1798.150(a)(1)). Statutory damages, actual damages 
and injunctive and declaratory relief are available.

35



Liability Policies Traditionally Cover the Insured for 
Acts and Omissions That Cause Damage or Harm

• “A business shall be in violation of this title if it fails to cure any alleged 
violation within 30 days after being notified of alleged noncompliance. 
Any business, service provider, or other person that violates this title shall 
be subject to an injunction and liable for a civil penalty of not more than 
two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500) for each violation or seven 
thousand five hundred dollars ($7,500) for each intentional violation . . .” 
(Civil Code § 1798.155(b)). Injunctive relief is also available. 

36



Liability Policies Traditionally Cover the Insured for 
Acts and Omissions That Cause Damage or Harm

• Traditional view developed under commercial general liability policies: “[C]osts
incurred to prevent future harm are generally not covered by insurance. Courts 
have held that prophylactic costs incurred to prevent future harm are ‘not caused 
by the happening of an accident, event, or repeated exposure to conditions but 
rather result from the prevention of such an occurrence.’” Bellaire Corporation v. 
American Empire Surplus Lines, 115 N.E.3d 805, 811, 2018 Ohio 2517 (2018). 

37



Liability Policies Traditionally Cover the Insured for 
Acts and Omissions That Cause Damage or Harm

• Potential solutions:

• Expand the definition of “Privacy or Security Wrongful Act” quoted above so that it 
reads:  “Loss, theft, failure to protect, failure to secure or unauthorized acquisition 
of personally identifiable information . . . .”

• Include a broad definition of the type of “regulatory enforcement action” to which the 
policy responds: “A written request for information, a written demand for 
compliance with data protection law, a civil investigative demand, a civil 
investigative proceeding, or civil proceeding brought by or on behalf of a governmental 
or regulatory entity alleging a violation of data protection law.”

38



Policies May Not Capture the CCPA’s Expansive 
Definition of Personal Information 

• Devising a definition of “Personal Information” or “Personally Identifiable 
Information” that captures the breadth of the CCPA is a solvable challenge.

• A somewhat broad definition appearing in current cyber policies: “Information, 
whether printed or digital, encrypted or unencrypted, in the care, custody or control 
of the Insured, or outside provider, that alone or in conjunction with other 
information or data, can be used to uniquely identify an individual”

39



Policies May Not Capture the CCPA’s Expansive 
Definition of Personal Information 

• Add a separate part (b) of the definition: “Information concerning an individual 
or household that would be considered ‘personal information’ or ‘personally 
identifiable information’ within the meaning of the California Consumer Privacy 
Act, any amendments thereto or any associated regulations promulgated by the 
Attorney General of the State of California.”

• A separate part (c) of the definition can expand the definition to include 
“personal information” or “personally identifiable information” within the 
meaning of the laws of other states or the federal government to the extent that 
they come into being during the term of the policy. 

40



Many Policies Do Not Cover Penalties the Attorney 
General Is Authorized to Seek

• Insurance coverage for “fines” and “penalties” has historically been a difficult 
question. “Fines” and “penalties” are not considered to be “damages” typically 
covered under an insurance policy, but rather punishment for a violation of law.

• Underwriters traditionally would not cover fines and penalties, in part, because they 
are not considered to be a normal risk of doing business.

• Fines and penalties are not legally insurable on a state-by-state basis to the extent 
that they are imposed because of intentional misconduct, reckless misconduct, 
intentionally caused harm, or recklessly caused harm. Jurisdictions vary considerably. 

41



Many Policies Do Not Cover Penalties the Attorney 
General Is Authorized to Seek

• Include within the liability portion of the policy coverage for “regulatory defense, 
awards, fines and penalties”:

• “The Insurer will pay on behalf of an Insured claims expenses, regulatory damages, 
privacy regulatory fines . . . that the insured is legally obligated to pay because of a 
privacy regulatory action . . . alleging a privacy or security wrongful act . . . .”

• Define “privacy regulatory fines” as “a civil monetary fine or penalty payable by an 
Insured to a governmental or regulatory entity or to the Consumer Privacy Fund 
established under the California Consumer Privacy Act.”

42



Many Policies Do Not Cover Penalties the Attorney 
General Is Authorized to Seek

 Address the jurisdictional variance on the insurability of fines and penalties 
with a provision that the law of the jurisdiction most favorable to the 
insurability of fines and penalties will apply. Potentially applicable 
jurisdictions, besides California where the penalty was assessed, include the 
jurisdiction in which the insured is incorporated or maintains its principal 
place of business, or the jurisdiction where the insurer is incorporated or 
maintains its principal place of business.

43



“Intentional,” “Deliberate,” and “Fraudulent” Harm 
Exclusions Are Often Too Broad

 Insurance coverage is generally unavailable as a matter of law for 
intentionally, deliberately, or fraudulently caused injury or harm. Public 
policy views this as not providing a disincentive against deliberately 
causing injury.

 A problem ensues because lawsuits often allege that the defendant 
committed deliberate misconduct, knowingly or purposefully wrongful 
actions or fraud. Most cases, however, are resolved long before a judge 
or jury assesses whether this, in fact, occurred.

 Many policies contain blanket exclusions for losses arising out of 
“fraudulent” or “dishonest” acts, “knowingly wrongful” acts, or an 
“intentional” violation of law by the insured.  This can lead to disputes.

44



“Intentional,” “Deliberate,” and “Fraudulent” Harm 
Exclusions Are Often Too Broad

 To avoid disputes, and to facilitate the payment or advancement of the 
costs of defense by the insurer while an action proceeds, the policy 
should say that this type of exclusion (however worded) will only apply if 
there is a final, nonappealable judgment adjudicating that the insured 
engaged in the kind of intentional, fraudulent, or deliberate misconduct 
not covered under the policy. The likelihood that the exclusion, with the 
appropriately worded limitation, will bar coverage is small. 

45



“Intentional,” “Deliberate,” and “Fraudulent” Harm 
Exclusions Are Often Too Broad

 Further protections are potentially available:

 “Most favorable” jurisdiction provision, as discussed above, can be inserted 
here.

 A provision “imputing” the knowledge or conduct of a particular person to 
the insured entity can be limited to an Executive Officer: For purposes of 
determining the applicability of this exclusion, the knowledge or conduct 
of: (1) A natural person Insured shall not be imputed to any other 
Insured; but (2) an Executive Officer shall be imputed to the Insured 
Company.

 Executive Officer can be defined as, for example, “any duly elected or 
appointed Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Information 
Officer, Chief Privacy Officer, Chief Security Officer, Chief Technology 
Officer, Risk Manager, General Counsel, and in-house attorney in charge of 
litigation or the functional equivalent of any of the foregoing, of an 
Insured Company.”

46



Claims Expenses Can and Should Be Payable for the Costs of 
Defending Actions Seeking Declaratory nd/or Injunctive Relief

• Insurance policies typically do not cover the costs of complying with 
declaratory relief and injunctions. These do not involve the paying of 
damages and often involve particularized business expenses not subject 
to meaningful advanced underwriting. 

• The costs of defending against suits seeking declaratory or injunctive 
relief are, however, normal litigation expenses of the type insurers 
typically pay. 

47



Claims Expenses Can and Should Be Payable for the Costs of 
Defending Actions Seeking Declaratory nd/or Injunctive Relief

• Typical definition of payable “claims expenses”: “Reasonable and 
necessary fees for a claim defended by an attorney . . . as well as other 
reasonable and necessary fees, costs, and expenses that result from the 
investigation, adjustment, negotiation, arbitration, defense or appeal of a 
claim.” 

• This can be expanded so that it reads: “Reasonable and necessary fees 
for a claim defended by an attorney . . . as well as other reasonable and 
necessary fees, costs, and expenses that result from the investigation, 
adjustment, negotiation, arbitration, defense or appeal of a claim or an 
action seeking injunctive and/or declaratory relief.”

• If the policy has an exclusion for declaratory and injunctive relief, it could 
“except” the payment of claims expenses incurred defending such 
actions.

48
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Cyber Threats and Risks

• Organized cyber crime

– Division of labor

– International hacking groups

– Hackers for hire

• State-sponsored actors

• Cyber terrorists

• Hacktivists

• Insider threat

• Third-party vendor attacks

• Inadvertence

50



North Korean Government 

51https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/update-on-sony-investigation 



Chinese Military Hackers

52
http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/us-charges-five-chinese-military-hackers-
cyber-espionage-against-us-corporations-and-labor 



Foreign-Based Cyber Attacks

53

… a foreign-based cyber-attack of our computer network …. CHSPSC, LLC 
believes the attacker was an “Advanced Persistent Threat” group originating 
from China, which used highly sophisticated malware technology to attack 
CHSPSC, LLC’s systems. The intruder was able to bypass the company’s security 
measures and successfully copy and transfer some data existing on CHSPSC, 
LLC’s systems.



NotPetya

54
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-
secretary-25/



Exclusion

This Policy excludes loss or damage directly or indirectly caused by or 
resulting from any of the following regardless of any other cause or event, 
whether or not insured under this Policy, contributing concurrently or in any other 
sequence to the loss . . .

2) a) hostile or warlike action in time of peace or war, including action in 
hindering, combating, or defending against an actual, impending, or expected 
attack by any:

(i) government or sovereign power (de jure or de facto);

(ii) military, naval, or air force; or

(iii) agent or authority of any party specified in i or ii above.
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“Act of War” Exclusion Questions

• What is a “warlike action”? 

• What is a “warlike action in time of peace”?

• To what extent is the use of physical force required for a “warlike action” to have 
occurred?  Is using a computer to launch a cyber attack the employment of “physical 
force” against a network or other computers?

• Who determines whether a “hostile or warlike action” attributed to a “government or 
sovereign power” occurred? Who determines that it was effectuated by an “agent or 
authority” of a government or sovereign power? The United States government? The 
government of France? The government of Syria? The government of the People’s Republic 
of China?  Will these governments share the basis of their determination? Would it be 
classified? Secret? Confidential?
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Business Email Compromise
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Criminal Prosecutions

59https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/281-arrested-worldwide-coordinated-international-
enforcement-operation-targeting-hundreds



Update on Business Email Compromise Claims

• Basic definition: “Business Email Compromise” (BEC) is an exploit in which an 
attacker obtains access to a business email account and imitates the owner’s 
identity, in order to defraud the company and its employees, customers or 
partners. Often, an attacker will create an account with an email address 
almost identical to one on the corporate network, relying on the assumed trust 
between the victim and their email account. BEC is sometimes described as a 
‘man-in-the-email attack’ . . . . 

• At an appropriate time – usually when the employee being impersonated is out 
of the office – the attacker will send a bogus email to an employee in the 
finance department. A request is made for an immediate wire transfer, usually 
to any trusted vendor. The targeted employee thinks the money is being sent 
to the expected account, but the account numbers have been altered slightly, 
and the transfer is actually deposited in the account controlled by the criminal 
group.” (Definition from Barracuda Networks)
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Update on Business Email Compromise Claims

• Childrens Place, Inc. v. Great American Insurance Company, 2019 WL 
1857118 (D.N.J. April 25, 2019):

• TCP alleged that a sophisticated scheme over a six-week period caused it to 
send nearly $1,000,000 to an account that it believed erroneously to be owed 
by one of its vendors. The perpetrator did the following:

‒ Falsified email domain names to appear virtually identical to those of 
individuals working at TCP’s vendor

‒ Accessed and infiltrated the vendor’s web email service, and intercepted 
emails sent between the vendor and TCP

‒ Intercepted TCP’s Vendor Setup Form, which included payment 
instructions, and sent it to the vendor, making it appear to come from 
TCP. The vendor completed the form and returned it to the perpetrator, 
believing it actually came from TCP
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Update on Business Email Compromise Claims

• Altered the payment instructions on the Vendor Setup Form to include 
directions to pay a bank account associated with the perpetrator.

• In short, the perpetrator “intercepted an email conversation between TCP” and 
[the vendor] “inserted itself into the conversation”; “requested a change of 
bank information”; and fraudulently “direct[ed] TCP to pay [the vendor] using 
[the] new bank account number.”

• TCP’s “Crime Protection Policy” defined “computer fraud”:

• “Loss resulting directly from the use of any computer to impersonate you, or your 
authorized officer or employee, to gain direct access to your computer system, or to the 
computer system of your financial institution, and thereby fraudulently cause the transfer 
of money, securities or other property from your premises or banking premises to a 
person, entity, place or account outside your control.” 
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Update on Business Email Compromise Claims

• The insurer asserted on a motion to dismiss that TCP could not plead that the 
perpetrator gained “direct access” to its “computer system” in order to cause a 
transfer of money to the perpetrator’s account. The court disagreed. It noted 
that TCP alleged that the perpetrator gained access to TCP’s email system, 
intercepted email messages between TCP and the vendor, and inserted itself 
into conversations between TCP and the vendor. The court held that, if 
proven, this would satisfy the “direct access” requirement for coverage under 
the Crime Protection Policy.

• The insurer also asserted that TCP did not plead satisfaction with the 
causation requirement in the computer fraud coverage. The court rejected this 
assertion, as well, because TCP alleged that its employees transferred funds 
erroneously to the perpetrator’s account as a direct result of the perpetrator’s 
access to TCP’s computer system. The insurer’s proposed conclusion “that the 
[perpetrator’s] activities ‘were not the cause of the actual funds transfers’ is 
‘premature at the motion to dismiss stage.’”
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Update on Business Email Compromise Claims

• SS&C Technologies Holdings, Inc. v. AIG Specialty Insurance Co., U.S. 
Dist. Court, S.D.N.Y., 19-cv-7859 (filed Aug. 21, 2019).

• New filing seeking coverage under a $10,000,000 professional liability policy 
resulting from a business email compromise. 

• SS&C administered the accounts of Tillage Commodities Fund LP, and also 
made transactions on its behalf. Perpetrators used “spoofed” and “lookalike” 
emails to cause SS&C to make fraudulent transfers of $5.9 million from 
Tillage accounts in Hong Kong over a three-week period. 
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Update on Business Email Compromise Claims

• Tillage sued SS&C. The case settled in May 2019.

• Although the insurer defended the lawsuit, it refused to cover the settlement 
based on six policy exclusions, including a fraudulent or dishonest acts exclusion, 
an exclusion for funds lost during interinsured transactions, an exclusion for 
contractually assumed obligations, and an exclusion for losses resulting from 
SS&C’s alleged discretionary authority over client accounts.

• The two cases show that insurers will continue to contest coverage for 
business email compromise claims based on issues of causation and 
based on the application of exclusions to coverage. 
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Cyber Insurance Webinar Series

Please save the date for our next webinar in the Cyber Insurance Webinar Series: 

December 10, 2019

https://www.morganlewis.com/events/cyber-insurance-is-your-company-covered-december-2019
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+1.650.843.7212

mark.krotoski@morganlewis.com

• Litigation Partner, Privacy and Cybersecurity and Antitrust practices with 
more than 20 years’ experience handling cybersecurity cases and 
issues.

• Advises clients on mitigating and addressing cyber risks, developing 
cybersecurity protection plans, responding to a data breach or 
misappropriation of trade secrets, conducting confidential cybersecurity 
investigations, responding to regulatory investigations, and coordinating 
with law enforcement on cybercrime issues.

• Experience handling complex and novel cyber investigations and high-
profile cases

• At DOJ, prosecuted and investigated nearly every type of 
international and domestic computer intrusion, cybercrime, 
economic espionage, and criminal intellectual property cases.

• Served as the National Coordinator for the Computer Hacking and 
Intellectual Property (CHIP) Program in the DOJ’s Criminal Division, 
and as a cybercrime prosecutor in Silicon Valley, in addition to 
other DOJ leadership positions.
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San Francisco

+1.415.442.1219 
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• Jeffrey is the head of Morgan Lewis’s Insurance Recovery Practice in the 
San Francisco office. He advises clients in litigation, mediation, and 
arbitration around insurance coverage matters, and intellectual property, 
commercial, real estate, and environmental disputes. Head of Morgan 
Lewis’s Insurance Recovery Practice in the San Francisco office, Jeffrey 
counsels clients seeking recovery for catastrophic losses in securities, 
environmental, asbestos, silica, toxic tort, product liability, intellectual 
property, and employment practices cases. 

• Jeffrey has written on a variety of topics about insurance, as well as 
discovery of email in civil litigation. His most recent writings discuss the 
emerging fields of “cyber” insurance, with a particular focus on the 
types of first- and third-party coverages available to companies to 
protect themselves against the financial consequences resulting from 
various types of data breaches.
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